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1. INTR~D~JCTI~N 
Denote by Gc,-,,(E) the Grassmann variety parametrizing d-dimen- 
sional subspaces of the n-dimensional vector space E and let A( Gc,-,,( E)) 
be a suitable intersection theory (e.g., Chow theory or graded K-theory). 
We shall, in this article, prove three fundamental theorems which 
completely describe the ring structure of LI(G~,-~)(E)) in terms of the 
Schubert cycles of Gc,-,,(E). Classically, these results are known as the 
basis theorem, the determinantal formula and Pieri’s formula and they 
are the main tools of Schubert’s beautiful calculus for solving problems 
in enumerative geometry (see, e.g., [5, Chapter XIVJ or 9). 
The basis theorem gives explicitly a natural basis for the group 
A(G,(E)) in terms of Schubert cycles. Our proof is by induction on n. 
The main step of the proof is to show that there is an exact sequence of 
the form 
0 - 4GrPN - 4GW) - 4Gr-dF)) - 0, 
where F is a vector space of dimension (n - 1). We first prove that such 
a sequence exists by studying inclusions of G,(F) and G,-,(F) into G,(E). 
Then we prove that the sequenceisexact by constructing homomorphisms 
splitting the sequence. The construction involves a study of the incidence 
correspondence. Our study of the inclusions of G,(F) and G,-,(F) into 
G,(E) is related to the method of degeneration used by Hodge in 
[3 and 41. 
To prove the determinantal formula we consider inclusions u,~ of G,(F) 
into G,(E). We assume that the formula holds on G,(F) and use U, to 
obtain a special case of the formula on G,(E) for all s. To prove the 
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where G r+t,r(E) is the subvariety of G,+,(E) x G,(E), called the incidence 
correspondence, consisting of the points (C, D) with C contained in D. 
Having proved a special case of the formula on G,(E) we can pull this 
formula back to G,+,,,(E) by or and then push it down to G,+,(E) byp, . 
In this way we obtain the general case of the determinantal formula on 
G,,,(E). 
The proof of Pieri’s formula follows exactly the same lines as the proof 
of the determinantal formula. However, we use the determinantal 
formula in the proof. On the other hand in Hodges’ treatment of Schubert 
calculus, the determinantal formula is obtained as an algebraic conse- 
quence of Pieri’s formula (see [4] and [5 Vol. II, Chapter XIV, Section 61). 
Section 2 below contains a discussion of the properties of an inter- 
section theory needed in these notes. 
In Sections 3 and 4 we have included the construction of such an 
intersection theory for Grassmann varieties. For the construction we have 
assumed familiarity with the theory of coherent sheaves on algebraic 
varieties. 
In Section 5 we introduce some notation. 
Section 6 contains the construction of the sequence 
0 - A(G,(F))-, A(G,(E)) - 4Gr-,(F)) - 0. 
In Sections 7 and 8 we discuss the behavior of Schubert cycles with 
respect to the projection maps of the incidence correspondence and with 
respect to some maps between Grassmann varieties. 
Section 9 contains proofs of the exactness of the sequence of Section 6 
and of the basis theorem. 
In Section 10 we discuss the theory of Chern classes needed in 
Sections 11 and 12. 
Section 11 contains a proof of the determinantal formula. 
Section 12 contains a proof of Pieri’s formula. 
In Section 13 we explain how the methods of this article generalizes 
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to certain families of grassmannians. In fact, except for the language, 
all the proofs go through with practically no change. 
One application of the generalization of Section 13 is worth mentioning. 
In the study of divisors on nonsingular curves the determinantal formula 
is needed for certain grassmannians defined over the Jacobian of the 
curve [6, 81. 
In fact one reason for undertaking this “modernization” of Schubert 
calculus was to give a theory that applies to this case. A different proof 
of a generalization of the determinantal formula, called Porteous formula, 
is given in [I I]. 
At the end we have included a glossary where we define and discuss 
some of the terms we use. 
I am grateful to S. L. Kleiman for his help in preparing this material. 
2. THE INTERSECTION THEORY 
Fix a ground field K. Denote by (Proj) the category of nonsingular 
quasi-projective varieties over k. All varieties are supposed to be in (Proj). 
A. Assume that to every object X in (Proj) we can associate a graded 
ring A(X) such that X ---t A(X) is a contravariant functor from (Proj) 
to the category of graded rings. The homomorphism from A(X) to A(Y) 
associated to a morphism f from Y to X we denote by f !. Moreover, 
we assume that the restriction of X ---f A(X) to projective varieties 
induces a covariant functor from the category of projective varieties to 
the category of abelian groups. The map from A(Y) to A(X) induced by 
a morphism f from X to Y, where X and Y are projective varieties, 
we denote by f! . We assume thatf! is a map of degree dim(X) - dim(Y). 
Let us also assume that to every subvariety 2 of X we have assigned an 
element y(Z) of A(X). 
Moreover, we assume that the following properties are satisfied: 
B 1 (Projection formula). For all a E A(Y) and b E A(X) we have 
f!(u *f!(b)) = f!(u) . b. 
B2 (Exactness). Let Y be a subvariety of X and U the complement 
of Y in X. Then the sequence 
A(Y) -2 A(X) A A(c7-t 0 
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is exact. Here j is the inclusion morphism of Y in X and i the inclusion 
of U in X. 
B3 (Homotopy). Let Y be an a@ne bundle over X with projection 
morphism f. Then f ! is an isomorphism. 
B4. Let Y be an affine or projective bundle over X with projection 
morphism f. Then we have 
rw’m = fYrm> 
B5. Let X and Y be projective varieties and 2 a subvariety of Y. 
Moreover, let f be a morphism from Y to X and s the degree of the map 
from 2 tof(2) induced by f. Then 
f!w-1) = 94fcw 
For convenience we also assume 
C. If X is a point, then A(X) = 2. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF AN INTERSECTION THEORY 
In this section we will sketch the construction of a functor from (Proj) 
to the category of rings, which satisfies the properties Bl-B4 of Section 2. 
Details are found in [I]. An excellent detailed account can also be found 
in [IO]. 
Let F(X) denote the free abelian group generated by the coherent 
sheaves on X. For all exact sequences 
O--+F’-+F+F”+O 
of coherent sheaves F’, F and F” on X we form the element F - F’ - F” 
of F(X). The subgroup of F(X) g enerated by all elements of this form is 
denoted by Q(X) and the quotient group F(X)/Q(X) by K(X). We 
denote by r(F) the class in K(X) of a coherent sheaf F on X. 
Let F and G be coherent sheaves on X. Then the sheaves Tor,Ox(F, G) 
are coherent, and since X is nonsingular, they are zero whenp > dim(X). 
We define the product of y(F) and r(G) to be the element 
‘& (-1)” r(Torp(F, G)) of K(X). If F and G are locally free, then 
r(F) * y(G) = y(F @ G). It is easily verified [l, Section 5, Part a] that 
this defines a ring structure on K(X). 
Let f be a morphism from Y to X. Definef ‘(r(F)) to be the element 
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C(-l)“y(Tor,Ox(O,,F)) of K(Y). WhenF is 1 ocally free, thenf !(r(F)) = 
r(f “(F)). It is easily verified [I, Section 5, Part a] that f ! is a ring 
homomorphism from K(X) to K(Y) and makes K(e) a contravariant 
functor from (Proj) to the category of rings. 
Assume that X and Y are projective and let F be a coherent sheaf on Y. 
Then the higher direct images Rqf,(F) are coherent sheaves on X and are 
zero for Q > dim(X). Definef!(y(F)) to be the element C (- 1)” r(R*f,(F)) 
of K( I’). It is easily seen [ 1, Section 5, Part d] that f! is a group homo- 
morphism and makes X ---f K(X) a covariant functor from the category 
of nonsingular projective varieties to abelian groups. 
Finally, to every subvariety 2 of X we associate the class ~(0,) in K(X) 
of the structure sheaf 0, of 2. 
The functor X -+ K(X) satisfies the properties Bl-B4 of Section 2. 
In fact, property B4 follows immediately from the definitions and Bl is 
easily checked [I, Section 5, Part d]. Property B2 is more difficult and is 
proved in [I, Proposition 7, Section 181. One then uses induction to 
conclude B3. In [l, Proposition 8, Section 81 property B3 is proved in the 
case that Y is the product of X and the afine line, however exactly the 
same proof gives the slightly more general case of B3. Unfortunately the 
functor X+ K(X) does not satisfy B5. However, we will, in the next 
section, find a filtration on K(X) for all X such that the associated graded 
ring has all the required properties. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF A GRADED INTERSECTION THEORY 
There are several different ways of filtering the functor X+ K(X). 
The one explained below is often referred to as the topological filtration. 
What we need for this article is an intersection theory for varieties 
with some general linear group acting transitively on them and for open 
subsets of such varieties. The Grassmann varieties are examples of such 
varieties. In fact, let X be the grassmannian of d-subspaces of an n- 
dimensional vector space. Then the action of Gi(n) on the vector space 
clearly induces a transitive action of GZ(n) on X. Although the results of 
this section (with the exception of Lemma 2) are stated (and hold) for 
arbitrary nonsingular quasi-projective varieties we only give proofs in the 
much simpler case needed for this article. 
An important fact that we will use repeatedly below is that the 
elements of K(X) of the form ~(0,) where 2 is a subvariety of X generate 
K(X) as a group [ 1, Lemma 17, Section 81. 
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Define F’K(X) to be the subgroup of K(X) generated by the elements 
of the form ~(0,) where 2 is a subvariety of X of codimension at least i. 
Denote by GK(X) the associated graded group of K(X) with respect to 
this filtration. We want to show that this filtration is compatible with the 
ring structure on K(X) and hence that GK(X) in a natural way can be 
given a ring structure. Moreover, we want to see how the filtration 
behaves with respect to the maps f ! and f! . 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a variety and U an open subvariety of A”. For 
each point u of U denote by fid the morphism from X to U x X de$ned by 
varieties T of U x X and any two points v 
Proof. Let p : U x X -+ X be the projection onto the second factor. 
It follows from B2 that we have a surjection K(A” x X) ---f K( U x X) 
and hence B3 clearly implies that p’ is surjective. Consequently there is 
an element a of K(X) such that p’(a) = y(T) and f,‘(r(T)) = f,+‘(a) 
for all u in U. However, pfU is the identity on X. Hence fU!(y( T)) = a 
for all u in U. The lemma follows. 
The case of importance to us is where a general linear group G 
operates transitively on the variety X. Lemma 1 then implies that for 
all subvarieties 2 of X and all points u of G we have y(u(Z)) = y(Z) in 
K(X). In fact, let p be the morphism from G x X to X defined by 
q(u, x) = U-‘(X) and let T be the subvariety q-l(Z) of X. Since G is an 
open subset of an affine space, Lemma 1 implies that f,‘(y( T)) is inde- 
pendent of the choice of u in G. However, it follows from B4 that 
$(y(Z)) = y(p-l(Z)) and hencef,!p’(y(Z)) is independent of U. Since qfu 
is equal to the automorphism u-r we conclude (using B4) that y(u(Z)) 
is independent of u. Hence y(u(Z)) = y(Z). 
LEMMA 2. Let X be a variety and G a general linear group acting 
transitively on X. Moreover, let Z and W be two subvarieties of X. Then 
there exists an open subset V of G such that u(Z) intersect W properly 
for all u in V. 
Proof. Let B be the subset of G >; Z x W consisting of all points of 
the form (u, a, U(Z)). The fiber of B over a point (x, w) of 2 x W clearly 
consists of all u in G such that U(Z) = w. It follows that B is of dimension 
dim(W) + dim(Z) +- s where s is the dimension of the stabilizers of the 
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elements in X. On the other hand the fiber of B over a point u in G is 
clearly isomorphic to U(Z) n IV. Hence in general, either u(Z) n W is 
empty or we have 
s + dim(Z) + dim(W) = dim(G) + dim(u(2) n W). 
The lemma now follows from the equation 
dim(G) - s = dim(X). 
Remark. Lemma 2 is the crucial step in the study of the topological 
filtration on K(X) in the case when a general linear group operates 
transitively on X. In the case of an arbitrary nonsingular quasi-projective 
variety X one needs Chow’s moving lemma. Chow’s moving lemma 
implies that given two subvarieties Z and W of X, we can find subvarieties 
z, *.* Z, of X and integers n, ..* n,s such that Zi intersect W properly 
fori= 1 ,..., s and such that & n,r(ZJ = Z in K(X). It is easily seen 
that with this consequence of Chow’s lemma the proofs of the remaining 
results in this section goes through, with practically no change, for an 
arbitrary X. 
LEMMA 3. Let Z and W be subvarieties of X of codimension i and j. 
Then y(Z) y(W) is contained in F+jK(X). 
Proof. By Lemma 2 we can find a subvariety Z’ of X such that Z’ 
intersects W properly and such that y(Z) = y(Z’). In particular, it 
suffices to prove that y(Z) y( W) is contained in P+jK(X). However, all 
the sheaves Tar, (0, , O,,) have support on W n Z’ and since Wand Z’ 
intersect properly we have that codim (IV n Z’) = i + j. 
LEMMA 4. Let X and Y be varieties and f a morphism from Y to X. 
Then f FiK(X) is contained in FiK( Y) for all i. 
Proof. The morphism f can be factored into 
where g is the morphism defined by g(y) = (y,f(y)) and p is the 
projection onto the second factor. Hence it clearly suffices to prove the 
lemma for g and p separately. For p the lemma follows easily from the 
fact that if IV’ is a subvariety of X of codimension i then p-l( IV’) is a 
subvariety of Y of codimension i. To prove the lemma for g let Z be a 
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subvariety of Y X’ X of codimension i and let W be the closure off(Y) 
in X x Y. Then the argument of the proof of Lemma 3 applied 
to the subvarieties 2 and W of Y x X immediately implies the lemma 
for g. 
From Lemmas 3 and 4 we conclude that X+ GK(X) in a natural 
way can be made into a contravariant functor from (Proj) to the category 
of graded rings. 
Let X and Y be projective varieties and f a morphism from Y to X. 
Then we have dim(f(W)) < dim(W) for all subvarieties W of Y. In 
other words the codimension of f(W) in X is at least equal to the 
codimension of Win Y minus r = (dim(Y) - dim(X)). Hence the mapf! 
induces a group homomorphism from GK( Y) to GK(X) of degree (-r). 
We conclude that X -+ GK(X) can be made into a covariant functor 
from the category of projective varieties to the category of abelian 
groups. 
Finally we assign to a subvariety 2 of X of codimension i the residue 
class in FiK(X)/Fi+lK(X) of the element y(Z) of K(X). 
We have thus constructed a functor X---t GK(X) that clearly satisfies 
A and C of section two. The properties Bl-B4 are easy to verify for this 
functor and follows from the corresponding properties for the functor 
X --f K(X). Only property B2 causes slight difficulties; however, we will 
only need to know that the composite map ;yr is zero and this is imme- 
diate from the same property for X--f K(X). 
It remains to prove that the property B5 holds for the functor 
X -+ GK(X). We will only need property B5 in the following two cases: 
(a) When dim(f(2)) < dim(Z) and hence s = 0. 
(b) When f induces a birational morphism from Z to f (2) and 
hence s = I. 
In case (a) we have that the codimension off(Z) in X is strictly bigger 
than the codimension i of Z in Y minus r = (dim(Y) - dim(X)). Since 
the sheaves R~f,(O,) all h ave support onf(Z) it follows that fi(y(Z)) is 
contained in Fip’+iK(X). Hence, we have that f!(r(Z)) is zero in GK(X). 
In case (b) we have that f*(O,) is isomorphic to Of(=) on an open 
subset U of f(Z) and that the sheaves @‘JO,) for p > 0 have their 
support contained in the complement of U. However, this complement 
has smaller dimension than f (Z) and hence 
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where i is the codimension of 2 in Y. In other wordsf,(y(Z)) = r(f(Z)) 
in GK(X) which was to be proved. 
5. NOTATION 
In this section we shall collect most of the notation used in the rest of 
the article. 
Let E be a vector space of dimension n. Denote by G,(E) the 
Grassmann variety parametrizing all subspaces of E of dimension 
d = (n -- Y), which we call d-subspaces for short. Equivalently G,(E) 
parametrizes all quotient spaces of E of dimension r. We denote by 
G,+r,,(E) the subvariety of G,+,(E) x G,(E) parametrizing all chains of 
subspaces (C C D) of E, with dim(D) = d and dim(C) = (d - 1) 
(we shall call such chains (d - 1, d)-subspaces for short). Classically 
G,+,,,(E) is called the incidence correspondence. The restrictions to 
G,+,,,(E) of the projections of G,+,(E) x G,(E) onto the first and second 
factor we denote by p, and qT respectively. 
Let 0 C A, C *.* C A, be a chain of subspaces Ai of E. The subvariety 
of G,(E) parametrizing all d-subspaces D of E such that dim(D n AJ > i 
for i = I,..., d we denote by !2(A, .** A,)(E) and call the Schubert 
variety defined by the chain A, C =.* CA, of subspaces of E. The 
special Schubert variety &?(A, ..a A,)(E) where dim(AJ = r + i for 
i = 2,..., d we denote by a(A,)(E). Clearly, a(AJ(E) parametrizes all 
d-subspaces D of E such that dim(D n A,) > 1. 
Let 0 C A, C -**CA, and OCB,C ..* C B, be two chains of sub- 
spaces of E with ai = dim(A,) = dim(BJ for all i. Then any auto- 
morphism u of E such that u(Ai) = Bi induces an automorphism of 
G,(E) which carries Q(A, ... A,)(E) isomorphically onto Q(B, *.* B,)(E) 
(see, e.g., [7, Section 3, Proposition 41). Consequently, (by the reasoning 
following Lemma 1 above) we conclude that S2(A, *.a A,)(E) and 
Q(B, ... B,)(E) define the same class in A(G,.(E)) which we denote by 
Q(a, . . . ~(1, E) and call the Schubert cycle defined by the sequence 
a1 < 0.. < ad. Th e c ass 1 in A(G,(E)) of the special Schubert variety 
o(A,)(E) we denote by u _ r nl+l(~, E). Moreover, we define u*(Y, E) to be 
zero when h < 0 or h > Y. 
Fix a decomposition E = F @ A of E into the direct sum of two 
subspaces A and F with dim(A) = 1. We define a morphism ZJ,, from 
G,-,(F) to G,(E) by mapping the d-subspace D of F to the d-subspace D 
of E (see glossary under parametrizing). Similarly we define a morphism 
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U, from G,(F) to Gr(‘,(E) by mapping the (d - I)-subspace C of F to the 
d-subspace C @ A of E. The complement of u,(G,(F)) in G,(E) we denote 
by UT. 
Finally we denote bypF(A) the homomorphism from E to F defined by 
(pF(A) I A) = 0 and @(A) I F) = 6. 
Gr+lm 
G,+,(E) +=- G,(F) 2L G,(E) 
6. THE RELATION BETWEEN A(G,-,(F)), A(G,(F)) AND A(G,(E)) 
LEMMA 5. We may, via the morphism u, , regard G,(F) as the sub- 
variety of G,(E) p arametrixing the d-subspaces D of E which contain A. 
Proof. u, takes the (d - I)-subspace C of F to the d-subspace 
D = C @ A of E which contains A. 
Conversely let the d-subspace D of E contain A. Then 
dim(DnF)= d- I and D = A @(DnF). 
Thus D is the image by U, of the (d - I)-subspace (D n F) of F. 
LEMMA 6. The open subvariety U, of G,(E)parametrizes all d-subspaces 
D of E whose image under pF(A) has dimension d. 
Proof. By Lemma 5 a d-subspace D of E is in G,(F) if and only if it 
contains A. Hence D is in the complement of G,(F) if and only if 
D n A = 0. However, A is the kernel of pF(A) and thus pF(A) ] D is 
injective. The lemma follows. 
By Lemma 6 we have that pF(A) gives rise to a canonical map taking 
d-subspaces of E belonging to U, to d-subspaces of F. This defines a 
morphism s, from U, to G,-,(F). 
LEMMA 7. The morphism s, makes U, an afine bundle over G,-,(F) 
with fiber Ad. 
Proof. Write F as a direct sum of two subspaces F’ and F” with 
dim(F’) = d and let pF,(E”) be the homomorphism from E to F’ defined 
by (pF,(E”) / E”) : 0 and (pF(En) 1 F’) = idF, with E” = F” @ A. Then 
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V = Hom(F’, F”) is a standard open (affine) subvariety of G,-,(F), 
where we regard ITas the subset of homomorphisms in Hom(F’, F) whose 
composition with (pF(E”) 1 F) is the identity on F’ (see glossary under 
standard covering). We shall first prove that (So)-‘( I’) is the standard 
open subvariety I@ = Hom(F’, E”) of G,(E). Here we regard W as the 
subset of Hom(F’, E) consisting of all homomorphisms whose compo- 
sition with p&Y) is the identity on F’. Let D be a d-subspace of E which 
is mapped to the element g of Hom(F’, F”) by s, . Then, by the definition 
of s, we have p,(A)(D) = g(F’). H ence D is the image of F’ under the 
homomorphismg, = (pF(A) j D)-lg in Hom(F’, E). However, it is clear 
that pF,(E”) gD is the identity on F’, that is g, is contained in W. Hence D 
is contained in I%‘. We have thus proved that (sT)-‘( I’) is contained in W. 
However, it is clear that s, maps W into v/, hence (s,.)‘( I’) = W. 
We have W = Hom(F’, A) x I’ and s, clearly coincides with the 
projection onto the second factor. Hence W is a trivial affine bundle 
over 5’ with projection s, . The lemma now follows from the fact that 
G,_,(F) is covered by the standard open varieties Hom(F’, F”) for different 
choices of F’ and F” (see glossary under standard covering). 
LEMMA 8. The morphism v, is a section of s, ; that is, vr maps G,_,(F) 
into U, and s,v, is the identity on G,-,(F). 
Proof. The proof is a trivial verification. 
PROPOSITION 9. The sequence 
A(G,(F)) ZL A(G,(E)) A A(G,-,(F)) --f 0 
is exact. 
Proof. It follows from B2 that we have an exact sequence 
A(G,(F)) 2, A(G,(E)) L A( U,) -+ 0. 
Moreover, it follows from Lemmas 7 and 8 and from B3 that sr’ is an 
isomorphism from A(G,-,(F)) to A( U,) with inverse (vr’)‘, where vT’ is 
the map from G,-,(F) to U, induced by v,. The proposition is now a 
consequence of the relations v, = iv,’ and ZJ,! = (vr’)! i!. 
In the next two sections we shall study the exact sequence of 
Proposition 9. First we shall, in Section 7, determine the images of 
Schubert cycles under u,! and v r!. Then, in section eight we find a left 
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inverse to u,! and a right inverse to v, . ! It turns out that all we need to 
know from Proposition 9 is that the composite map v,!u,! is zero. The 
results of section eight then implies that the sequence of Proposition 9 
is exact and that ur! is injective. 
7. THE BEHAVIOR OF SCHUBERT CYCLES WITH RESPECT TO u, AND v, 
LEMMA 10. If a, > 1, then 
sryfqal - 1) ..* (Ud - l),F) = i!(qu, *.- Ud , E)), 
where i is the inclusion morphism U, + G,(E). 
Proof. Let 0 C A,’ C A,’ C .** CA,’ be a chain of subspaces of F 
with dim(A,‘) = (ui - 1) and let Ai = Ai’ @ A for i = I,..., rt. By 
Lemma 7 we have that U, is an affine bundle over G,-,(F) with projection 
s, . Hence, it follows from B4 that 
&(Q(A,I .*. A,‘)(F)) = y(s;l(Q(A; .*+ A,‘)(F)). 
Consequently it is sufficient to prove the formula 
s;l(Q(A, ... A,‘)(F)) = L?(A, es. A,)(E) n Ii, . 
To verify the formula let D be a &.ubspace of E belonging to U, . Then 
clearly pF(A) induces an isomorphism from D n A, to p,(A)(D) n Ai’. 
Hence dim(D n Ai) 3 i for i = I,..., d if and only if 
dim(p,(A)(D) n Ai’) > i for i = I,..., A. 
That is D belongs to SZ(A, **. A,)(E) if and only if p,(A)(D) belongs to 
Q(A,’ a.0 A,‘)(D) which is what we wanted. 
PROPOSITION 11. If a, > 1, then 
(4 f4Q((u2 - 1) e-s (ad - l), F)) = G(la, a.. Us, E) 
; (ii) UY (Q(a, .*a ad, E)) = L’((q - 1) ..a (ad - l), F). 
Proof. (i) Let 0 C A,’ C A,’ C ..* C AideI, be a chain of subspaces of 
F with dim(A,‘) = (ui - 1) and let Ai = Ai’ @ A for i = l,..., d. Since 
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U, is injective it follows that the restriction of U, to Q(A, *.. Aid-i))(F) 
has degree one. Hence B5 implies that 
ur!wVl ..* 4-1))(F)) = rww,’ ... A;d-d(m 
Consequently, to prove (i), it is sufficient to verify the formula 
%(Q(A,’ *.. A{,-,))(F)) = Q(AA, ... A(d&1))(E). 
To prove this formula let C be a (d -_ I)-subspace belonging to 
Q(A,’ I.* A;,-,) )(F). Then dim(C n Ai’) 2 i for i = I,..., (d - 1). 
Consequently we have dim((C @A) n Ai) 3 (i + I) for i = I,..., (d - I) 
and dim((C @ A) n A) > 1. In other words, C @ A belongs to 
LyAA, -.* A,,-,,)(E). Hence u, maps 
%% ... A{,-,,)(F) into Q(AA, ... Acdpl))(E). 
ConverselyletD be a d-subspace of E belonging to !S(AA, *.*A(,-r,)(E). 
Then A C D and hence we have D = C @ A where C = D n F. 
Moreover, dim(D n Ai) > (i + 1) for i = I,..., (d - 1) and this clearly 
implies dim(C n Ai’) 3 i for i = l,..., (d - 1). Hence D is the image 
of C by U, and C belongs to SZ(A,’ ... Aiddl))(F). Thus we have proved 
part (i). 
(ii) As before let v,’ be the morphism from G,-,(F) to U, induced 
by ‘u, . Then o,! = (or’)! i! and hence it follows from Lemma 10 that 
7-‘,!(Q(a, ... ad , E)) = (u,‘)!s,!(Q((a, - 1) ..’ (Ud - l),F)). 
However, by Lemma 8 we have 
(u,‘)!s,yQ((a, - 1) ... (Ud - l),F)) = Q((u, - 1) ... (Ud - l),F). 
This completes the proof of (ii). 
8. THE BEHAVIOR OF SCHUBERT CYCLES WITH RESPECT 
TO THE MORPHISMS p, AND qr 
We note that G,+,,,(E) ’ is a p j t ro ec ive bundle over G,(E) with projection 
morphism qT . In fact, it is easily seen from the definitions in the glossary 
(under parametrizing) that if D, denotes the universal d-subbundle of E 
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on G,(E) then Gr+l,rW is the projective (d - I)-bundle on G,(E) 
parametrizing (d - I)-subbundles of D, . 
LEMMA 12. The map p, induces an isomorphism from the open sub- 
variety (q;‘G,(F)) n p;‘( U,,,) of q;‘(G,(F)) onto U,,, . The inverse 
morphism takes a (d - I)-subspace C of E belonging to U,.,, to the 
(d - 1, d) space (C, A @p@)(C)). 
Proof. The variety q;r( G,(F)) n p;‘( U,,,) parametrizes all (d - 1, d)- 
subspaces (C C D) of E such that A C D (by Lemma 5) and such that 
the image of C under p,(A) is a subspace of F of dimension (d - 1) 
(by Lemma 6). Hence both pF(A)(D) and pF(A)(C) have dimension 
(d - l), that is p,(A)(D) = pF(A)(C). However, A CD also implies 
D = A 0 P@)(D) so D = A @pF(A)(C). Consequently the subspace 
C of E belonging to U,,, determines D uniquely. In other words, 
q;l(G,(F)) n p;‘( Ur+,) parametrizes the (d - I)-subspaces of E 
belonging to U,,, , which is the assertion of the lemma. 
LEMMA 13. Let 0 C A,’ C a.. C A,’ be a chain of subspaces of F and 
put Ai = A @ Ai’ for i = 2,..., d. Then p, induces an isomorphism from 
the open subvariety 
of q;%( AA, . . . A,)(E) onto the open subvariety (Q(A, *.* A,)(E)) n LTy+, 
ofQ(A, ... Ad). 
Proof. The variety Q = (q;‘Q(AA, ..* A,)(E)) n p;‘( U,,,) is clearly 
contained in (q;lG,(F)) n p;‘( U,,,). Hence it follows from Lemma 12 
that it is sufficient to prove that a (d - I)-subspace C of E belongs to 
Gv2 ..a 4&E)) n U,+, if and only if (C, A @ pF(A)( C)) belongs to a. 
In other words, we must prove that for a (d - I)-subspace C of E which 
belongs to U,,, we have dim(C n Ai) > i - 1 if and only if 
dim([A @p,(A)(C)] n Ai) >, i. 
However, the condition dim([A @ pF(A)(C)] n Ai) > i is clearly 
equivalent to the condition dim([pr(A)(C)] n Ai’) >, i - 1 and it is 
easily checked that pF(A) induces an isomorphism from C n Ai to 
[pF(A)(C)] n Ai’. The lemma follows immediately. 
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PROPOSITION 14. 1f a, > 1, then 
(i) prJq,!(Q(la, *** ad, E)) = Q(a, *.* a,, E), 
(ii) pr!qr!(Q(a, .*. a,, E)) = 0. 
Proof. Let A,’ C .** C A,’ be a chain of subspaces A,’ of F with 
dim(A,‘) = (ai - 1) and let Ai = Ai’ @ A for i = I,..., d. Then p, 
maps Q, = q;l(B(A, .+* A,)(E)) onto Q, = &‘(A, =a* A,)(E). In fact, 
0, parametrizes all (d - 1, d)-subspaces (C C 0) of E such that 
dim(D n Ai) > i for i = l,..., d. It follows that dim(C n Ai) 3 i - 1 
for i = 2,..., d. Hence p, maps Q, to J2, and it is easily checked that the 
map is onto. 
By Lemma 13 the map from Q, to Q, induced by p, is birational when 
A, = A. In particular, the map is of degree one. It then follows from B5 
that P~MQ,)) = Y(%). H owever, as was noted at the beginning of 
Section 8, Gr+JE) is a projective bundle over G,(E) with projection qr 
and hence B4 implies that y(Q,) = qr!(~(Q(A, *.a A,)(E))). When 
A = A, we have thus proved thatp,!q,!(y(SZ,)) = y(Qa), which is part (i) 
of the proposition. 
In the case when dim(A,) > 1 it is easily verified that the fiber of 
(p, j on,) over any point in Sz, contains an infinite number of points. 
Hence the fibers have dimension at least one and consequently 
dim{&?,) > dim(Q,). W e conclude that when a, > 1 the degree of the 
map from 9, onto Q2, induced by p, is zero. Hence it follows from B5 
that p,!(y(Gi)) = 0, which proves part (ii) of the lemma. 
9. THE BASIS THEOREM 
THEOREM 15. (i) The map vitlpr!qr!ur! is the identity on A(G,(F)). 
In particular, if we let x, = pr-l!q~-lur-l! and y,. = ~6+~p,~q,.’ then v,!x, 
is the identity on A(G,-,(F)) and yru,! is the identity on A(G,(F)), and hence 
the sequence 
0 - A(G,(F)) ?L A(G,(E)) Or! 4 A(G,-,(F)) -- 0 
is exact and split. 
(ii) We have yTxT = 0. 
In particular, x,v,! + u,!y, is the identity on A(G,(E)). 
We will prove Theorem 15 simultaneously with the basis theorem. 
607/9/3-z 
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THEOREM 16 (The basis theorem). A(G,(E)) is a free Z-module. 
A basis is given by the Schubert cycles SZ(a, *** arE , E) for all different 
sequences 1 < a, < ~1. < ad ,< 72. 
Proof of Theorems 15 and 16. We argue by induction and assume that 
the basis theorem is true for G,(F) for s = O,..., (n - 1). 
The Schubert cycles Q(a, *.a atdel) , F) then span the Z-module 
4WW T o P rove (i) it is therefore sufficient to check that 
for all sequences 1 < a, < .** < a(,-,) < (n - I). 
It follows from Proposition 1 l(i) that 
u&+, *+a h-,) ,fl)) = Q(l(a, + 1) .*a (ah) + I>, E) 
and from Proposition 14(i) we have 
p~!4TWl(~l + 1) *.* (a(,-,) + I), -0 = Q((a, + 1) a-* (a(,-,) + 11, -JO 
Finally it follows from Proposition 11 (ii) that 
v~+,(Q((a, + 1) .** (a(,-,) + I), E) = Q(a, **. Q-1) ,F). 
Hence 
vlj+lp&!z4,!(qu~ *-* Q-1) ,F) = %% *.. W-1) ,F) 
and part (i) of Theorem 15 is proved. 
Similarly to prove part (ii) of Theorem 15 it is enough to check that 
Yr’7xAQ@l *** ad > F)) is zero for all sequences I < aI < *a* < ad < (n - 1). 
The computations are again easy using Propositions 11 and 14. 
We have thus shown that the induction assumption implies that 
Theorem 15 holds. In particular, it follows that A(G,(E)) splits into the 
direct sum of u,!(A(G,(F))) and x,(A(G,-,(F)). By the induction assump- 
tion, A(G,(E)) th ere ore has a basis consisting of uT!(sZ(a, .** atdul) , F)) f 
for all sequences 1 < a, < **a < a(,-,) < (n - 1) and of x,(Q(a, *.* ad ,F)) 
for all sequences 1 < a, < a.* < ad < n - 1. Using Propositions 11 
and 14 once more we conclude that A(G,(E)) has a basis consisting of 
Q(l(a, + 1) .*’ (udVl + l), E) for all sequences 1 < (a, + 1) < em* < 
tab4 + 1) < n and of Q((a, + 1) a.. (ad + l), E) for all sequences 
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1 < (a, + 1) < *.. < (ad + 1) < n. In other words, A(G,(E)) has a 
basis consisting of Q(a, ..* ad, E) for all sequences 1 < a, < *.* <: ad < n. 
Hence we have proved the basis theorem for G,(E). 
10. CHERN CLASSES 
For the rest of this article we shall assume that the functor A(.) of 
section two has a theory of Chern classes. That is, to every object X in 
(Proj) and to every locally free sheaf G on X of rank g we can associate 
elements c,(G), c,(G),... of A(X), where cA(G) is contained in the h-th 
graded piece of A(X), co(G) is the unit in A(X) and en(G) is zero for 
h > g. Moreover, the following properties are satisfied: 
D 1 (Functoriality). If f is a morphism from Y in (Proj) to X then, 
f b(G)) = ckf *G). 
D2 (Additivity). If 0 + G’ + G + G” ---f 0 is an exact sequence of 
locally free sheaves on X and c(G) denotes the element 
c,(G) + c,(G) + +.+ + c,(G) 
in A(X) then 
c(G) = c(G’) c(G”) 
D3. Denote by Qr the universal quotient bundle on G,(E) of 
rank r, then 
%(a> = %(Y, El. 
Before we proceed we shall give some references where it is shown that 
Chern classes, in the above sense can be defined for the functor GK(.) 
constructed in Section 4. It is proved in [2, ThCoreme 1, Section 3, p. 1441 
that if a functor A(*) satisfies certain axioms (A1-4, Section 2, p. 140) 
then Chern classes can be defined that satisfy the Properties Dl and D2 
above. 
In addition, the Chern classes defined in [2] satisfy a normalization 
condition, which for the functor GK(*) becomes 
D4 (Normalization). If G is invertible, then 
c,(G) = ~(0,) - r(G-I). 
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Moreover, it is shown that the conditions DI , D2 and D4 determine 
the Chern classes uniquely. Hence it suffices to show that the functor 
GK(*) satisfies the axioms of [2] and that the Chern classes obtained 
satisfy Property D3 above. The axioms are: 
Al. Let X be in (Proj) and let E be a locally free sheaf on X of 
rank n. Denote by L the universal l-quotient bundle on P(E) = G,(E) 
and put 
6E = Y(OP(Ed - r(L-9. 
Then f!: A(X) -+ A(P(E)), where f is the projection map P(E) + X, 
makes A(P(E)) a free (left) A(X)- module with basis (tEi) i = l,...,(n - 1). 
A2. Let X be in (Proj) and let L be a bundle of rank 1 on X. 
Moreover, let s be a section of L transversal to the zero section and 
suppose that the space Y of zeros of s is nonsingular. Then 
Y(Y) = Y(0.d - Y(W. 
A3. Let Z be a subvariety of Y and Y a subvariety of X with X, 
Y and Z in (Proj) and let i and j be the injections Z + Y and Y--j X. 
Then (ji)! = j!i! . 
A4. Let Y be a subvariety of X with X and Y in (Proj) and let j 
be the injection of Y in X. Then the projection formula holds for j. 
These axioms hold for the functor K(v) of Section 2. In fact, since K(*) 
is a covariant functor satisfying the projection formula the axioms A3 
and A4 hold. Moreover, A2 for the functor K(a) follows easily from 
Proposition 11 (Section 10, p. 121 of [l]) and Al can be derived from the 
assertions 4.7 and 4.8 (Section 4, p. 20 of [IO]). It is easily checked that 
the properties Al-A4 for the functor K(e) implies that the same 
properties are satisfied by the functor GK(+). Hence Chern classes which 
satisfies Properties Dl, D2 and D4 can be defined for the functor GK(*). 
We shall now prove that the functor GK(*) also satisfies Property D3. 
Proof. (Reproduced from [6, Section 5, Propositions 5, 61.) Let B be 
a subspace of E of dimension (r - h + 1). The open subset 
v = (G(E) - dB)(E)) of G,(E) P arametrizes d-subspaces D of E such 
that dim(D n B) = 0, that is, such that the composition b of the 
inclusion B ---f E with the canonical quotient map E -+ Qr is injective. 
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Let R denote the cokernel of b. Since B is free and hence c(B) = 1, the 
exact sequence 
0--B,/%(Q,),-- R-O 
implies that cJ(Q~)~) = ch(R). H owever, the rank of R is (h - 1); 
hence, cA(R) = 0. Since u,(B)(E) is irreducible of codimension 7, it 
foIIows that C*(Qr) is an integral multiple t of a16(l, E). 
To prove that t = 1 we note that u,!(o~(Y, E)) = oh((r - l),F) by 
Proposition 1 I(ii) and 
%!(Ch(QT)) = c,(%*Q-)) = 49’) 
by Dl where Q’ is the universal (Y - 1)-quotient bundle on G,-,(F). 
Assuming inductively that D3 is true for G,_,(F) we have 
for h = I,..., (Y - 1) 
and hence t = I when h = l,..., (r - 1). 
To show that cI.(Qp) = (T,(Y, E) let A’ be a one-dimensional subspace 
of F. Then it is easily shown that the Schubert variety cr,(A’)(E) intersects 
G,(F) in the variety 0,(/l’)(F). M oreover, using local coordinates as in 
the proof of Lemma 7 it is easily seen that the intersection is transversal. 
Hence, (cf. Proposition 11, Section 10, p. 120 of fl]) we have proved the 
formula u,!(cJ,(T, E)) = a,(~, F). This formula together with ur!(cr(Q,)) = 
c,(Q”), where Q” is the universal r-quotient bundle on G,(F), gives t = 1, 
assuming inductively that D3 is true for G,(F). 
II. THE DETERMINANTAL FORMULA 
In the following two sections we will show how the results of Sections 7 
and 8 can be used to prove the main results on the intersections of 
Schubert cycles. 
We first note that G,+,,,(E) is a projective bundle over G,+,(E) with 
projection morphism p, . In fact, it is easily seen that G,+,,,(E) is the 
projective r-bundle on G,+,(E) parametrizing 1-subbundles of Qr+l . 
Denote by L the dual of the universal I-subbundle of pg-*(Q,.+J and put 
H = -(c,(L)). 
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LEMMA 17. In A(G,+,,,(E)), we have 
(i) P,!(~Y + 1, El) = 2r!(dr, E)) - H2,Ywl(r9 a)) 
(ii) qr!(uh(r, E)) = &,~,!(oi(r + 1, E)) H”-i. 
Proof. On G,+,,,(E) we have the exact sequence of bundles 
0 -+ L +pr*(Qr+,) -+ pT*(Qr) + 0. Hence by D2 we have 
c(PT*(!2Q,+lN = 4zr*KA>> 4) = c(4T*ceM - HJ 
The lemma now follows immediately from Dl and D3. 
Let 1 ,< a, < +** < ad < n be a sequence of integers. We then 
denote by d(a, *.* ad, E) the determinant of the (d x d)-matrix whose 
(i, j)-th entry is crr-ai+j(r, E), where i, j = l,..., d. 
LEMMA 18. In A(G,+,,,(E)) we have 
4T!(&l -.* 4, E)) = i (- 1 P+l 2r!(~,-ai+l(ry 4) P,Vh a.. Gi ..- a,)(E)). 
i=l 
(where c& means the integer ai has been deleted). 
Proof. Subtract the product of H and the (d - I)-th column of the 
matrix representing d(a, *a. a,, E) from the d-th column. Using 
Lemma 17(i) the last column can then be expressed in terms of the 
prG-ai+& + 1, E)). Th en subtract the product of H and the (d - 2)-nd 
column from the (d - I)-th column and use 17(i). Continuing in this 
way we end up with a matrix whose entries in the last (d - 1) columns 
are of the formp,!(a,(r + 1, E)). N ow expansion of the determinant along 
the first row clearly gives the formula of the lemma. 
THEOREM 19 (The determinantal formula). In &G,(E)) we have 
S.)(a, ... ad, E) = d(a, *a. ad, E). 
Proof. We shall use induction. Assume that the proposition is true 
for G,(F) for all s. Fix a sequence I < a, < a*. < ad < 72 of integers. 
We distinguish two cases. 
Case a, = 1. By the induction assumption we have the equation 
Q((u, - 1)+2, - l),F) = fI((a, - 1) **.(ud - l),F). 
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Apply (u,)! to this equation. We obtain 
u,&y(a, - 1) *** (Ud - l),F) = u&l((n, - 1) .a. (ad - l),F)]. 
However, it follows from Dl and D2 that u,!cT~(Y, E) = oh(r, F) and 
hence, using the projection formula, that 
u,&q(a, - 1) -** (Ud - l),F)] = A((a, - I) .*. (Ud - I), E) U,!(l). 
Moreover, it follows from Proposition 1 l(i) that u,!(l) = a,(~, E). Hence 
we have proved 
Ur!SZ((U, - 1) *** (Ud - l), F) = d((u, - 1) *.a (Ud - l), E) a&, E). 
We clearly have 
A((u, - 1) *** (Ud - l), E) CT&, E) = d(lu, -3. Ud ) E) 
and it follows from Proposition 1 l(i) that 
UT!(L?((U, - 1) *.. (Ud - 1), F)) = Lylu, *.a Ud, E). 
In sum we obtain the formula 
Q(lu, ... Ud ) E) = Ll(lu, *** Ud , E) 
which is the determinantal formula in the case a, = 1. 
Case a, > 1. By the above case we have 
cqlu, ... Ud , E) = d(lu, ..a Ud ) E). 
Apply p?!q,.! to both sides of this equation and use Lemma 18 and the 
projection formula. We obtain the formula 
p,&.q1u, ... Ud ) E) = i (-l)i+lpr!qr!(a,-a,cl(r, E)) A(1 *.* ii .*- Ud , E). 
i=l 
It follows easily from Proposition 14 that the formula reduces to the 
equation 
qu, *.. Ud , E) = d(u, .-* Ud ) E), 
which is the determinantal formula for G,+,(E). 
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COROLLARY 20. The ring A(G,(E)) ’ g zs enerated over Z by the special 
Schubert cycles a,Jr, E) for h = l,..., r. 
Proof. The corollary follows immediately from the basis theorem and 
the determinantal formula. 
12. PIERI'S FORMULA 
The following result is the crucial step in the study of the multi- 
plicative properties of the incidence correspondence. 
LEMMA 21. Let h and k be integers < r. Then in A(G,,,(E)) we have 
A!!&!(%(~, E) u,(r, E)) = ‘Th+lc--r(y + 1, El. 
Proof. Let i be an integer such that 0 < i < r. Multiply both sides 
of the formula of Lemma 17(ii) by Hi and apply p,! and then use the 
projection formula. We obtain 
fQ[$.!(Uh(T, E)) Hi] = i ‘Th-j(T + 1, -qp,,(Hi+9 
GO 
However, Hi+i is contained in the (i + j)-th graded piece of A(G7+1,T(E)) 
and pr! is of degree -r, hence p?!(Hi+j) = 0 whenever i + j < r. Thus 
we obtain 
h+i 
p&r!(%(~, E)) Hi] = c ah-j(P + 1, E)p,!(Hi+3). 
j+i=r 
On the other hand if we applyp,! to the formula of Lemma 17(ii) with h 
replaced by h + i and use the projection formula we obtain 
h+i 
Pr!Qr!~h+i(Y, El = 1 uh+i-j(y + 1 9 E, pi!. 
j =T  
In sum we have proved 
$%![%!(“h(r, @) uil = Pr!%!“h+i(Y> E). 
However, by Proposition 14(i), we have that pr!qr!uTh+i(r, E) is zero unless 
h f i = r when it is the unit in A(G,+,(E)). It follows that the sum 
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reduces to uh+&r + 1, E). However, the sum is also equal to 
PT! [ i. Pr!(“k--J(y + 1, E)) Hjqr!(cJn(rt E))] 
by the projection formula. Moreover, by Lemma 17(ii) 
Hence we have proved the formula 
and this is the formula of the lemma. 
THEOREM 22 (Pier-i’s formula). In A(G,.(E)) we have 
qa, **. Ud , E) a,@, E) = ZQ(b, **. b, ) E), 
where the sum is over all distinct sequences of integers 1 < b, < *‘* < b, < n 
such that 
i b, = ‘$ a, - h and b, < a, < b, < a2 < *.= < b, < ad . 
i=l 
Proof. We shall use induction. Assume that the theorem is true for 
G,(F) for all s. Fix a sequence of integers 1 < a, < .** < ad < n. We 
distinguish two cases. 
Case a, = 1. By the induction assumption we have the formula 
Q((a, - 1) ... (ad - l),F) . u&,F) = ZQ((b, - 1) ... (b, - l),F) 
in A( G,(F)) w ere the sum is over the set I = I(a, a-* ad , h) of all distinct h 
sequences of integers b, < .+* < b, such that 
I < 6, < a3 < 6, d .*. < 6, ,< ab and g2 bi = t2 a, - ha 
Apply u,! to both sides of the formula and use Proposition 11(i). We 
obtain 
(uJ! (Q&z, - 1) .a. (ad - I), F) . u&,3-)) = C Q(lb, ... b, , E). 
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From Dl and D2 we conclude that uh(r, F) = z+S~~~(r, E). Hence it 
follows from the projection formula that 
u&y(a, - 1) -*. (Ud - l),F) u&, F)] = U,![Q((U, - 1) . ..(Ud - l), F)] %(Y, E’). 
However, 
z+Q((u, - 1) -.a (ad - l),F) = Q(lu, ..* ad, .Q 
by Proposition 1 l(i). In sum we have proved the formula 
Q(la, a-* ad, E) Uh(Y, E) = c Q(lb, .*- b, , E). 
I 
This is Pieri’s formula in the case a, = 1. 
Case a, > 1. By the above case we have that 
Apply pT!qr! to both sides of this equation and use Proposition 14(i). 
We obtain 
p,!q,VV4 -a* ad, E) Q(Y, E)) = c 52(6, *.* b, ) E). 
I 
On the other hand, from Lemma 18 and Theorem 19 we obtain 
p,!q,!(SZ(1a2 "' ud, E)"h(yv E)) 
By the projection formula and Lemma 21 the right hand side is equal to 
gl (-l)i+l uh--ai+l(Y + I, E)d(la, ..e Gi -1. ad, E). 
In sum we have proved the equation 
c QP2 -+* 6, , E) = i (-l)i+luh--ai+l(~ + 1, E)d(la, 0.. Zi *-. ad, E). 
I i=l 
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We now use the determinantal formula to rewrite the equation as 
T Q(bz . ..b.,E)=a,(r+l,E)SZ(~~...a,,E)+27 
with 
z = - f (-l)i uh&ai+l(Y + 1, E)SZ(la, ..* cTi ... a, ) E). 
i=2 




with 2’ = C Q(lb, a.0 b, , E) where the sum runs over all sequences 
b, < .** < b, such that 
a, < b, < a, < a.. < b, d ad and 1 + i bi = f  ui - ii. 
i=3 i=2 
Hence if we can prove -L’ = ,Z’ we will have proved Pieri’s formula for 
G,+,(E) in the case when a2 > 1. 
T 0 prove -Z = .Z’ we use the case a, = I to write .Z as 
- Eli (-l)i Q(lb, .** 6% *.a b,, E) where 
Ii = qa, ... a’i ... UC1 ) h - a, + 1). 
The first two terms of -Z, 
1 Wb3 ... b, , E) - c Q(lb,b, a.. b, , E), 
I, 4% 
are easily seen to split in two parts .Z” and -(Z”) where Z” is the sum over 
all Q1b,...h with d 
1 < b, < a2 < b, < a3 and u4 < b, < us < b, < ... < b, < ad . 
We now easily convince ourselves that 
-2” + i (-l)i (1 SZ(lb, ..a 6, ... bd, I?)] 
i=‘l Ii 
is zero. Hence -Z = Z and the proof is complete. 
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13. A GENERALIZATION 
For simplicity we have in the previous sections treated the case of 
a vector space E over a field k. However, the methods of Sections 2-9 
work equally well when E is the direct sum @T-r Li of line bundles Li 
over an S-scheme whenever an intersection theory in the sense of 
Section 2 is defined (for example when S is a quasi-projective regular 
scheme). The Grassmann bundle G,(E) is then defined to be the 
S-scheme parametrizing subbundles of E of rank d. 
When A, C *-a C A, is a sequence of subbundles of E then 
Q(4 *** A,)(E) is the closed subscheme of G,(E) parametrizing sub- 
bundles D of E of rank d such that the map 
A d+ui-i+l(Ai + D) +(Id+aipi+l~ 
is zero for i = l,..., d (or, equivalently, see [7, Lemma 2.51) such that 
Aai-i+l( gi) is zero for i = l,..., d where gi is the composite map 
Ai + E --t E/D and where ai is the rank of Ai). Put A = L, , 
F = @yz2Li and &?(a, a** ad, E) = y(Q(A, a** A,)(E)) with 
Then it is easily seen that the arguments of Sections 2-9 go through 
with practically no change replacing d-subspaces with bundles of rank d. 
For Sections 11 and 12 we needed an intersection theory satisfying 
the axioms Dl, D2 and D3 of Section 10. The main problem here is that 
the (normalized) Chern classes of a given intersection theory in general 
do not satisfy D3. However, for the applications mentioned in the 
introduction we may assume that the line bundles Li have trivial Chern 
classes. It is then clear that the proof of D3 for the functor GK(.) in 
section ten goes through without any change. Hence in this case there 
exists intersection theories for which the results of Sections II and 12 
hold. 
GLOSSARY 
A&e or projective bundle. Let X and Y be varieties and f a morphism 
from Y to X. We say that Y is an affine (respectively, projective) bundle 
over X if every point x of X has a neighborhood V, such that the open 
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subset f-‘( V,) of Y is isomorphic to the variety V x A’ (respectively, 
V x P’) for some r. Here A’ and P’ denote the r dimensional affine and 
projective space, respectively. 
Algebraic variety. We include in the definition of algebraic varieties 
that they are irreducible and reduced. When nothing else is said a 
subvariety of a variety means a closed subvariety. 
Birational morphism. A morphism f from a variety Y to a variety X 
is said to be birational if there exists an open subset V of X such that the 
map from V to f (V) induced by f is an isomorphism. 
Bundle. A bundle of rank Y or an r-bundle means a locally free sheaf 
of rank r. 
Degree of a morphism. Let X and Y be projective varieties and denote 
by k(X) and Iz( Y) their fields of rational functions. Moreover, let f be 
a morphism from Y onto X. We define the degree off to be [k(Y) : k(X)] 
when dim(X) = dim(Y) and to be zero when dim(X) < dim(Y). 
In particular, iff is birational, then the degree off is one. 
Nonsingular variety. The property we need is that the ring O,,, of 
regular functions at a point x of a nonsingular variety is a regular local 
ring, that is, it has finite global homological dimension. 
Parametrize. Let E be a vector space of dimension n. Given a variety 
X, we denote by Ex the pull-back to X of the vector space E. 
We say that the variety G,(E) p arametrizes d-subspaces of the vector 
space E (d = n - r) if we have given a subbundle D, of Ec,cE) of rank d 
with the following property: For all varieties X the map f -+f *D, from 
the set Hom(X, G,(E)) of all morphisms from X to G,(E) to the set 
of all d-subbundles of E, is one to one and onto. In particular, when X 
is the ground field we obtain a natural one to one correspondence 
between the points of G,(E) (with “coordinates” in the ground field) 
and d-subspaces of E. The bundle D, we call the universal d-subbundle 
(of G,(E)) on G,(E). 
The variety G,(E) together with the r-quotient bundle Q = EG,tE)/Dd 
of EG,tE) parametrizes r-quotient spaces of E. The bundle $3, we call the 
universal r-quotient bundle on G,(E). 
To illustrate the definitions we shall consider the morphism vu, defined 
in section five. Let D,’ denote the universal d-subbundle of EG,-,(F) . 
Since FG,-l(F) is contained in E, .m1(F) it follows from the definitions that 
there exist a morphism v from G,-,(F) to G,(E) such that v*Dd = D,‘. 
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Hence v takes a point x of G,-,(F) corresponding to a d-subspace D(x) 
of F to the point V(X) corresponding to the d-subspace D(X) of E. 
Consequently, v is the morphism vr defined by sending a d-subspace D 
of F to the d-subspace D of E. 
By analogy it is clear what it means that G,+,,,(E) parametrizes 
(d - 1, d)- su s b p aces of E. It is then a simple matter to check that 
G,+,,,(E) is a P J t ro’ec ive bundle over G,(E) and G,+,(E) with projections qr 
and p, . For details about the existence of G,(E) see ([7], Section 1). 
Proper intersection. We say that two subvarieties Z and W of a 
variety X intersect properly if the intersection Z n W is empty or if 
each irreducible component of Zn W is equal to the sum of the codimen- 
sions of Z and W, that is, 
dim(Z) + dim(W) = dim(Z’) + dim(X) 
for each irreducible component Z’ of Z n W. 
Quasi-projective. A quasi-projective variety is an open subvariety of a 
projective variety. 
Standard covering. Write E as a direct sum of two subspaces E’ 
and E” with dim(E’) = d. The set Hom(E’, E”) can be thought of as the 
set of all (d x r)-matrices. Hence we can consider V = Hom(E’, E”) as a 
variety isomorphic to the affine d - Y space. Regard Hom(E’, E”) as the 
subset of homomorphism of Hom(E’, E) whose composition withp&E”) 
is the identity (here p,+(E”) is the homomorphism from E to E’ which is 
zero on E” and the identity on E’). The mapf+f(E’) from Hom(E’, E”) 
to the set of d-subspaces of E then defines a morphism v from the variety 
V = Hom(E’, E”) to G,(E). By definition (see under parametrize) ~1 is 
such that v*(D,) = E,’ where D, is the universal d-subbundle on G,(E). 
It is clear that v is injective. Moreover, v identifies V with an open 
subvariety of G,.(E); in fact, a d-subspace D of E is clearly in the image of 
v if and only if p&E”) maps D onto E’. Hence V is the subset of G,(E) 
where the composite map D, + EGrtE) ---f E&J (the second map is 
induced by pE(E”)) . IS surjective. We conclude by Nakayamas lemma 
that V is open. The affine space V we call a standard open subvariety 
of v. 
It is easily seen that the open varieties of the form Hom(E’, E”) for 
different choices of E’ and E” cover G,(E). The covering obtained we call 
a standard open cover of G,(E). 
Universal bundle. See under parametrize. 
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